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International Civil Aviation Organization

Specialized UN agency

ICAO Member States (191)
ICAO supports 15 of the 17 SDGs
ICAO’s Strategic Objectives

- Safety
- Capacity and Efficiency
- Security and Facilitation
- Economic Development
- Environmental Protection
• Safety remains the focus
• ICAO
  – leads international planning through the Global Aviation Safety Plan
  – monitors safety oversight capabilities of Member States
  – assist Member States improving safety shortcomings
• Innovations for infrastructure and efficient and sustainable operations;

• ICAO
  – leads international planning through the Global Air Navigation Plan
  – monitors air transport gaps and goals of Member States
  – assist Member States and airspace users to increase capacity and improve efficiency
• Critical need to face security challenges
• Innovation and closer collaboration
• ICAO
  – leads policy initiatives on security and facilitation
  – monitors aviation security performance of Member States
  – assist Member States to address security risks and improve facilitation
• Air transport systems designed to improve air connectivity, operated soundly and economically

• Equality of opportunity for international air transport services

• ICAO leads
  – harmonization of the air transport frameworks
  – Consumer protection
  – liberalization of air transport
• Aircraft are 70% quieter
• Aircraft are 80% more fuel efficient
• Endorsement of the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA)
• Acknowledgement of different capabilities of Countries in Special Situations
ICAO is the custodian agency of indicator 9.1.2

**SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOAL 9**
Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation

- **Target 9.1** Develop quality, reliable, sustainable and resilient infrastructure
- **Indicator 9.1.2**: Passenger and freight volumes, by mode of transport

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg9
Development aid to sustainable aviation

To access the donor profile see the flyer at: https://goo.gl/YZRnjQ
Calls for action

• Prioritize aviation in development plans
• Facilitate access to funding of sustainable aviation development projects
THANK YOU